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Advisor Corner

We hope you enjoy our
newsletter. Please e mail any
topics you would like us to cover
in future newsletters.  Feel free to
contact your Horwitz & Assoc.
advisor and make sure to visit
with them often. We welcome
your referrals.  Please share our
newsletter with your family &
friends.

2012 Market Performance
01-01-12 to 10-31-12
DJIA ^DJI  Up 7.19%
S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 12.29%
NASDAQ ^IXIC  Up 14.28%
Russell 2000 ^ RUT Up 10.50%
* Index performance is gross of
fees
Source: http://finance.yahoo.com

Member FINRA MSRB SiPC

Join us on Facebook at
facebook.com/horwitzandassocia
tes

Why You Need a Financial Advisor

After dismal portfolio returns during the “lost decade,”
investors may be wondering why they are still paying
their advisors’ fees. Until recently, the generally
accepted (and expected) premise was that the advisor
would deliver returns in excess of the market. But
since many advisor-managed portfolios lost value with
the market during the two major crises of the decade,
many clients have begun to question the advisors’ role
and their justification for receiving fees even during
periods of poor performance.

An advisor’s value, however, may go beyond returns
that beat the market. Of course, return is the first
thing investors tend to think about, but there are other
factors that influence the investing process and need to
be carefully considered, as well. This is where an
advisor can help you. Many investors do not align
their portfolios with their risk tolerance; they
overweigh in stocks expecting high returns and then
can’t sleep at night when the market fluctuates. An

advisor can help manage your expectations and build a
portfolio that’s best suited for your risk tolerance level.

Another area where an advisor’s expertise can be
valuable is goal-oriented investment. Instead of
accumulating all your savings in one place and
investing them irrespective of a goal or timeline, an
advisor can help you identify various investment goals
(retirement, child’s college fund, income-oriented
investing) and then reorganize your portfolio
according to these goals.

In addition to risk/return management and goal-
oriented investment, wealth preservation, tax
management, and the prevention of rash decisions are
some of the additional benefits you may gain from the
client-advisor relationship. When you evaluate your
advisor’s performance, think about how an advisor’s
value may extend beyond returns that outperform the
market.

Edward and Gerald Horwitz

ed@Horwitzco.com
(800)-882-1208
www.Horwitzco.com
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Evaluating a Mutual Fund Prospectus

Mutual funds have become a common investing
vehicle and information on the mutual fund industry
can be widely found today. However, for a first-time
investor, choosing a suitable mutual fund for one’s
portfolio can be challenging and time consuming. One
way to learn more about a fund is to read through its
prospectus. In this article, our goal is to highlight
important information in a prospectus that both new
and old investors alike should focus on before
investing in a particular mutual fund.

The first thing you should look for is the date of issue,
which is listed on the front cover. Mutual fund
companies are required to update their prospectus on
an annual basis, so always make sure to check that you
have the latest version. In addition, mutual funds are
required to provide shareholders with annual and semi
-annual reports within 60 days of the fund’s fiscal year
and mid-year respectively, so make sure to call the
fund company if you as a current shareholder do not
receive this prospectus in a timely manner.

Second, the risk/return table provides annual total
return figures for each of the last 10 years, or for the
life of the fund if it has been around for less than 10
years. In addition, fund companies are required by the
SEC to include a table with before- and after-tax
returns for the past 1-, 5-, and 10-year periods.
Instead of solely concentrating on returns over a short
time period, we recommend that investors analyze
returns that incorporate extreme swings in market
returns, like the most recent economic crisis, or even a
full market cycle if the fund has been around for a long
period of time. This has the added benefit of allowing
you, as an investor, to evaluate whether the volatility of
the fund fits your risk profile. For example, if you
intend to retire in the next 10 years, a high risk/return
mutual fund may not be a suitable investment for you.

The next section an investor should analyze is the fee
table, which gives a breakdown of the shareholder fees
and annual fund operating expenses. The front-end
load is a one-time deduction that goes to the broker or
financial planner at the time of purchase. The deferred
load, or the back-end sales charge, goes to the broker
when you sell your shares, and the percentage charged
usually declines the longer you have held your shares

in the fund. Redemption fee is an annual amount
charged when assets are withdrawn from some funds
and usually go back into the fund itself. In addition,
investors should also take into account the expense
ratio, which is the percentage of fund assets paid for
operating expenses and management fees. The higher
the fees the more it can detract from the shareholders
return. There are many good funds with low fees so do
not feel that you need to pay a premium to invest in
mutual funds with a good track record.

The Statement of Additional Information (SAI)
explains the fund’s operations in greater detail than the
prospectus. Since 2005, the SEC has required all
funds to disclose manager ownership of fund shares in
seven different stages. As an investor, you should be
on the lookout for fund managers who invest some of
their own money in the mutual funds that they
manage, especially if they have had a long tenure at
the mutual fund. Information on the identity of
officers, directors, and other managers at the fund can
be found in the SAI as well. Brokerage commissions
are also an important factor to consider since they can
reduce investor returns, just like annual expense ratios.

Investors can obtain prospectuses by calling or writing
to the fund company, visiting the fund’s website, or
searching the SEC’s EDGAR database and
downloading these documents for free.

Rumors wrong that link home
sales to health care

Q: Is it true that starting in ‘13
if you sell your home there will
be an additional 3.5% sales tax
on the seller to help fund
“Obamacare”? A: No, it’s not
true.  Even on the very few
home sales involved, it won’t
be 3.5% and it isn’t a sales tax.
You’d have to end up with
more than half a million dollar’s
profit (that’s not sale price, just
profit) on the sale of your home
before this new Federal tax
would come into effect.  The
tax wouldn’t be charged on the
sale price or on the first $500k
of your profit, only on the
remainder.  However, that’s
only for married couples.  If
you’re single, you’d owe this
tax on any profit (capital gain)
over $250k.  Even then, it
wouldn’t apply unless your
other income came to more
then $250k ($200k for a single
taxpayer).  Therefore, at least
97% of us can relax about
this.Saturday, October 27,
2012 by Edith Link @ ask-
edith.com
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The Best Investments for Your IRA

Stocks or Bonds: Which Are Better?

Conventional wisdom holds that investors should hold
bonds in tax-protected vehicles like IRAs and stocks in
their taxable accounts. Intuitively, that makes sense.
After all, bonds throw off a lot of taxable income,
which is taxed at rates as high as 35%. Meanwhile,
stocks typically generate much less income, and that
dividend income is taxed at a much lower
rate—generally 15%. (Long-term capital gains from
stocks enjoy the same rate.)

In this instance, however, the conventional wisdom
has limitations. Stocks generally produce higher
returns than bonds, and thanks to the magic of
compounding, the differences in performance really
add up over time. That's why the return from stocks
can generate a much higher tax burden than bonds
over the long haul. If you're a long way from
retirement, it might make more sense to hold stocks in
your IRA (and bonds if you are close to retiring).

Not All Investments Are Equal

So you've got a while until you retire, and you've
decided that stocks are the right choice for your IRA.
That decision only gets you so far. For an IRA, not all
stock investments are created equal. For example,
index funds' popularity has soared over the past
decade, thanks in no small part to these offerings'
often rock-bottom costs as well as the fact that so
many active stock-pickers routinely lag their
benchmarks. Such funds may also have the benefit of
very good tax efficiency, because managers of large-cap
index funds tend to buy and sell infrequently. In the
same vein, actively-managed funds with very low
turnover often don't generate a lot of taxable gains,
either. Either fund type would work well as an IRA
holding. However, to the extent that you own funds
that do generate a lot of taxable capital gains, it makes
sense to hold them in an IRA or other tax-sheltered
account. In so doing, you take maximum advantage of
the IRA's key attribute: tax-deferred (traditional IRA)
or tax-free (Roth IRA) compounding.

As for bonds, municipal bonds don't belong in an
IRA; such funds generate income that's exempt from

federal and in some cases state income tax, and their
yields are generally lower than taxable bonds as a
result. Meanwhile, high-yield bonds are better
contenders—they generate heaps of income, but IRA
investors don't have to pay tax on those distributions.
Alternative asset classes may also make ideal IRA
candidates. REIT funds, for example, pay out heaps of
income from their underlying real-estate holdings, and
none of it is tax-advantaged; thus, to the extent that
you own such an offering, you'll want to be sure to
stash it in an IRA or other tax-sheltered vehicle.

Keep the Big Picture in Mind

How you split your portfolio between stocks and
bonds should be based on your risk tolerance and time
horizon, not what makes sense from a tax perspective.
Your goal isn't necessarily to avoid taxes, but to
maximize after-tax returns. Be sure to consult with a
financial advisor or tax professional for the latest rules
and regulations.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
Stocks and REITs are not guaranteed and have been
more volatile than bonds. REITs typically provide
high dividends plus the potential for moderate, long-
term capital appreciation. A REIT must distribute at
least 90% of its taxable income to shareholders
annually. Real estate investment options are subject to
certain risks, such as risks associated with general and
local economic conditions, interest rate fluctuation,
credit risks, liquidity risks and corporate structure.
High-yield corporate bonds exhibit significantly more
risk of default than investment grade corporate bonds.
Municipal bonds may be subject to the alternative
minimum tax (AMT) and state and local taxes, and
federal taxes would apply to any capital gains
distributions.
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Recent Bond Performance Explained

For investors, it comes as a surprise that bonds have
recently outperformed stocks. Investors often assume
that stocks offer higher returns compared with bonds.
Recent market conditions, however, have proved
otherwise. The image shows that while stocks have
outperformed other asset classes from a return
perspective since 1926, they have struggled over the
last 10 years. Don’t be surprised at the higher bond
returns in the past 1-, 5-, and 10-years. Besides the
dot-com bubble and subprime mortgage crisis in the
past decade, several unique events in 2011, such as the
Arab Spring, U.S. credit downgrade and the sovereign
debt crisis, led to a flight to safety into government
bonds. Under these circumstances, investors are
advised to stick with their long-term investing strategy
and be aware that asset class characteristics may
deviate in the short term based on current market
conditions.

©2012 Morningstar, Inc. All Rights Reserved. The information contained herein (1) is intended solely for informational purposes; (2) is proprietary to Morningstar and/or the content providers; (3) is not
warranted to be accurate, complete, or timely; and (4) does not constitute investment advice of any kind. Neither Morningstar nor the content providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising
from any use of this information. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. "Morningstar" and the Morningstar logo are registered trademarks of Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar Market
Commentary originally published by Robert Johnson, CFA, Director of Economic Analysis with Morningstar and has been modified for Morningstar Newsletter Builder.
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Horwitz & Associates, Inc. as well as Morningstar.  While the information contained in this newsletter relies on sources believed to be reliable, accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  Unless otherwise noted,
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